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Abstract—This paper presents a novel expressive facial an-
imation system based on a motion captured data stored in a
database. Unlike common data-driven facial animation systems
which only use mo-cap data of one expression at a time, our
system can use data of more than one expression. Thus, the
system can create a complex expression when the virtual human is
talking. Using our method, the resulting facial animation can be a
combination of the expressions from different faces in databases.
In this way, complex expressive animation can be generated,even
some extreme ones that are difficult for an actor/actress, e.g., a
happy expression on the left side of the face that smoothly transits
to the sad on the right. This paper will describe the system and
show some experimental results.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Expressive facial animation has a wide usage in the en-
tertainment industry, human computer interaction and so on.
From decades before till now, various facial animation meth-
ods have been developed. The early research focused on
physically-based modeling techniques [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6],
which generate facial expressions by simulating muscle
and skin movement, such as Facial Action Coding System
(FACS) [2]. FACS decomposes the facial emotion into small
Action Units(AUs) based on facial anatomy and uses the
movement of some specific AUs to generate different expres-
sions.

Recently, performance-driven techniques which
produce facial movement based on the facial
motion data of real people have been widely ex-
plored [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19].
Compared to physically-based modeling, performance-driven
techniques can potentially generate more realistic and more
natural emotion. Using performance-driven techniques, a
large face expressions database needs to be collected.

There are two categories of performance-driven tech-
niques. One category is called phoneme-based methods,
which connect phoneme segments directly from facial motion
database [11] [20] [21]. Kshirsagar and Thalmann [11] pre-
sented a method in which motion-captured data are categorized
and divided into small parts based on syllable motions and
new speech animation is synthesized by concatenating syllable
motions from created database. In [21] [22] [23], the search

algorithms for created database were improved in order to
combine longer phoneme or syllable sequences.

Another category is called data-driven facial animation ap-
proaches, which learn statistical model from motion-captured
data. Chuang et al. [12] [13] learned a mapping from neutral
emotion to other emotions using bilinear models. To synthesize
an expressive facial animation, the facial animation with neural
emotion is synthesized first and emotional animation is created
through mapping. Cao et al. [7] set up a mapping from
neutral emotion to other emotions through a Radial Basis
Function(RBF) and this mapping is used to transfer neutral talk
to expressive talk. Deng et al. [8] aligned expressive motion
data with neutral motion data by phoneme-based time warping
and extract pure expressive motion signals by subtracting
neutral motion from expressive data. These pure expressive
motion signals are used to generate expressive facial animation
from neutral ones.

The techniques used in our system belong to the second
category, which set up statistical model from motion-captured
data. Unlike common data-driven facial animation systems
which only use motion data of one expression at one time, our
system can use data of more than one expression. Sometimes,
for some special effects, there may be needs to show different
expressions simultaneously on a face. For example, the movie
star Jim Carey showed a very complex expression on his face
in his famous movie “The Mask”. In order to synthesize such
special effects, we design the system that can create more
kinds of expressions on the human face when he/she is talking.
For example, we can have expressions of happy on left side
of the face but disgust or neutral on right side of the face.
Such effects cannot be created from database using purely
performance-based face emotion synthesis approaches, as it is
very difficult for actor/actress to produce such expressions and
be captured. Here, we explore using a combinational approach
for complex face expression synthesis to solve the above-
mention problem where we are able to synthesis different
expressions on both the left/upper part of the face with the
right/lower part of the face coupled with lips synchronization
for synthesized speech. One problem in our solution is creating
a seamless transition between different face parts so that the
expressions on the synthesized face still looks plausible albeit
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Fig. 1. The snapshots of the captured actress with 103 markers on her face.

the difficulty where only somebody with special talent is able
to produce. In this paper, we present a complex expression
synthesis system for such purpose.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we give a brief introduction of facial motion data collection
and processing. In Section III, the structure of our complex
expressive facial animation system is given. The process and
method of visual speech synthesis and complex expression
synthesis are presented in Section IV and Section V respec-
tively. Results are shown and discussed in Section VI, followed
by conclusions in Section VII.

II. FACIAL MOTION DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING

To acquire high quality data, a VICON motion capture
system was used to capture the motions of a professional
actress, who had 103 markers on her face (Figure 1). The
actress was arranged to speak an exquisitely designed corpus
seven times, with different emotions, including neutral, happy,
sad, angry, fear, surprised, disgusted emotions. The corpus is
composed with 539 phoneme-balanced sentences. The facial
motion data was captured with a rate of 100 frames per second.
The values of some markers were removed because of the
tracking error and 92 markers are kept.

After data collection, we normalized the facial motion data.
A neutral emotion frame with closed-mouth pose was chosen
as a reference frame. The other data was aligned to the
reference frame through translating, scaling, and rotation.

We used a speech recognition engine to align recorded
audio with corresponding phonemes in the forced-alignment
mode. The aligned results are checked one by one to correct
some errors. Then the alignment results were used to align
each phoneme with its corresponding motion data segments.
After that, based on phoneme, we aligned expressive captured
data strictly with neutral emotion data through time warping
and re-sampling. Pure expressive motion signals was extracted
by subtracting neutral motion frames from aligned expressive
motion frames.

After that, we removed head motions from captured motion
data. Then principle component analysis (PCA) algorithm was
used to reduce the dimensionality of these motion capture

Fig. 2. The expressive facial animation is created by two subsystems: visual
speech synthesis (left) and complex expression synthesis (middle).

vectors. We reduced the dimension to 5, covering over 90.1%
of variation.

III. SYSTEM STRUCTURE

Our system is composed of two subsystems: visual speech
synthesis and complex expression synthesis (Figure 2). The
visual speech synthesis subsystem is to produce the speech
audio and reconstruct the trajectory of the visemes in the
speech. The speech audio is generated by TTS (Text-To-
Speech) sytem and the speech animation is based on the
visemes. The complex expression synthesis subsystem is used
to construct the complex expressive motion of the face.

IV. V ISUAL SPEECHSYNTHESIS

Speech animation is basically the reconstruction of the
visemes (the visual counterpart of phonemes) that constitute
the speech. The visemes are represented by their parameters,
which are extracted from a synthetic viseme database using
PCA [24]. Six parameters are used to describe each English
viseme, so each viseme can be represented using a column
vectorα with 6 components.

The visual speech is synthesized by computing trajectory
of α for the whole speech segment, based on the phoneme
durations generated by a TTS engine, given the input text. This
TTS system also generates the audio signal of the speech. The
trajectory ofα (which represents the visemes) for the whole
speech is then calculated as follows:

• Determine the appropriate viseme for each phoneme
generated by the TTS system: one viseme for a monoph-
thong, two visemes for a diphthong, and no viseme
for phoneme /h/ (since its visual realization follows the
preceding or subsequent phoneme). For speech pause, the
neutral head pose with closed mouth is assigned as the
corresponding viseme.

• Assignα of the corresponding viseme in each phonemic
segment as follows:



– For a monophthong, setα at the median of the
segment.

– For a diphthong, there are twoαs. Set the firstα at
the first quartile of the segment and the secondα at
the third quartile.

– For phoneme /h/, there is noα to set in the segment.

• For the speech pause,α is assigned as follows:

– For the speech pause in the beginning of the speech,
α is set att = 0, the first and the second quartile of
the segment.

– For the speech pause at the end of the speech,α is
set att = T (hereT is the speech duration which
is generated by the TTS engine), the second and the
third quartile of the segment.

– For the speech pause in the middle of the speech,α
is set at the first, second, and the third quartile of the
segment.

• Determine the value ofα in the remaining time using
cubic spline interpolation [25] from the assignedα.

V. COMPLEX EXPRESSIONSYNTHESIS

Now we describe the steps for complex expression syn-
thesis. Firstly, the expressive motions of the facial markers
are generated. After that, the synthesized motions of facial
markers are mapped to 3D face model; Finally, joint area is
carefully processed.

A. Facial Maker Motion Synthesis

As we mentioned before, pure expression data are extracted
from the motion database through phoneme-based time warp-
ing. The pure expression data are in high dimension. Thus,
the data is further processed by PCA algorithm to reduce to 5
dimensions. the results of PCA shows the expression data are
continuous curve [8].

The facial marker motions are synthesized using patch-
based sampling algorithm for its real-time efficiency [26].For
a complex expression motion, the different area of face may
show different emotions, for instance, a happy expression on
the left side of the face and an angry one on the right side
of the face. In this case, patch-based sampling algorithm may
run multiple times to produce a data set with happy expression
and a data set with angry expression.

The process is described as follows:

• Determine expression duration according to the Speech
durationT which is generated by the TTS system.

• According to the complex expression from in the input
panel, extract the expression types which you want to
generate. For example, if the input panel shows happy
on the left side and angry on the right, the extracted
expression types will be happy and angry.

• Generate each type of expression. The process is de-
scribed as follows:

– From the database of the corresponding expression,
randomly choose a continuous segment with 30
frame data as the initial frame samples. A continuous

segment with a fix number of frames is called a
patch. Here a patch has 30 frames.

– Search the database for patch candidates which
match the boundary of the former generated frame
samples. To match one patch to another patch, their
distances of the boundary zone must be smaller than
some tolerance extent. Here the boundary zone has
5 frames and the tolerance extent is chosen as 0.1.

– Randomly choose one patch from the candidates and
attach it to the former generated frame samples.

– Repeat the last two steps till all the samples are
found.

• After the frame samples of all the types of expression is
generated, project back frame samples from the feature
space to the original motion marker space.

• Synthesize the motion data based on the different expres-
sions of different face area. According to the complex
expression from in the input panel, the markers of the
whole face are divided into several areas. For each area,
only the frame samples belonging to the corresponding
expression are kept; the frame samples belonging to other
expressions are set to 0. For instance, we have a complex
expression with happy on the left side of the face and
angry on the right. For the frame samples with happy
expression, the motions of the markers on right side of
the face are set to 0 while the motions of the markers on
the left side of the face and the joint area are kept. It is
similar for the frame samples with angry expression, the
motions of the markers on the left side of the face are
changed to 0 while the motions of the markers on the
right and the joint area are unchanged.

Normally, humans usually change their expression intensity
from time to time. Thus, a changing-expression curve scheme
is used in our simulation. Basically, a changing-expression
curve can be any continuous curve in time versus intensity
space, and its range is from 0 to 1, where 0 means no
expression (neutral) and 1 means maximum expression. The
changing-expression curve is used to control the intensityof
synthesized complex expression signals.

B. 3D Face Deformation

Our 3D face model is produced from a good quality
photograph of a person. Give a photograph with front view or
even slanted image, we use the technique of Automatic and
Real-time 3D Face Synthesis introduced in [27] to generate a
good texture mapped 3D model.

After the motions of facial markers are synthesized, we need
to map these motions to the above 3D face model. Each marker
point is associated with a location on the mesh of the 3D face
model. In section 2, we choose a neutral emotion frame with
closed-mouth pose as a reference frame. Some feature points
are extracted from this reference frame. Base on these feature
points, we set up a mapping from motion data to 3D face
model [27]. Thus, the motions of facial markery can map
to the 3D face model through a transformationD. The facial



Fig. 3. A snapshot of our running system. The upper part is thefacial animation window and lower part is the control panel.The control panel enclose
speech-text-input edit control (bottom-left), control buttons (bottom-middle),some option selection boxes (bottom-right).

marker motionM on its corresponding position of the 3D face
model can be written as:

M = Dy. (1)

Here the feature points based mesh deformation method is
used to map the motions of the facial markers to other vertices
on the 3D face model due to its efficiency. For a target vertex,
if its distance to a facial marker is less than a threshold,
we say the target vertex is affected by this facial marker.
The contribution weights of the facial markers to its affected
vertices are defined based on their distances. The contribution
weightWk,i of facial markerk to vertexi is written as:

Wk,i = C · exp(−rk,i/p) (2)

whereC is a constant value,rk,i is the distances between
facial markerk and vertexi and parameterp is experimentally
selected. In our experiments,C is set to 1 and parameterp is
set to 64. The displacementδi of vertexi caused by expression
is computed as follows:

δi =

∑
k Mk ·Wk,i∑

k Wk,i

(3)

whereMk is the expressive motion of facial markerk.

C. Joint Area Processing

For a complex expression shown on the face, for example,
a happy expression on the left side of the face and an angry
one on the right, the face is divided into three regions: left
region, right region and joint region. The width of joint area
is experimentally selected. The displacement of a vertex on
the left region, denoted asδi,1, is computed using only the
data set of happy expression; The displacement of a vertex on
the right region, sayδi,2, is computed using only the data set
of angry expression.

Now the question is how to make the joint area connected
continuously and smoothly when a complex expression shows
on the face. Here we design an algorithm of linear combination
to solve it. For a vertex in the joint area,δi,1 and δi,2 are
computed respectively using the data sets of happiness and
anger. The motion of the vertex in the joint areaδi,joint is a
linear blend of them:

δi,joint = w · δi,1 + (1− w) · δi,2 (4)

w = (xend − x)/(xend − xstart) (5)

wherexstart andxend are the positions of start point and end
point of the joint area andx is the position of vertexi.



(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Snapshots of the visual speech (neutral expression)synthesized by our
system

After that, the resulting complex facial expression is com-
bined with visual speech face movement to create the final
results.

VI. RESULTS

The complex expressive facial animation system is devel-
oped using VC++ 8.0 that runs on the MS Windows XP
system. Figure 3 shows a snapshot of the running system.
The system includes two parts: the upper part is the animation
window and the lower part is the control panel. The animation
window is used to show expressive facial animation. The left
side of the control panel is the text-input edit control where
users can input the speech contents. The right side of the
control panel has some selection buttons where users can select
the area and expressions for region 1 and region 2, voice type
and the TTS engine which is used to synthesize the speech.
After speech contents and the complex expression are decided,
the animation can be synthesized and played by the middle
buttons.

We tested the effectiveness of our complex expressive facial
animation system with a number of experiments. Figure 4
shows two snapshots of the visual speech (neutral expression)
synthesized by our system.

The snapshots of complex expressive speech animation with
different expressions on the left and right face are shown in
Figure 5. By using the different data sets from the motion
database, we synthesized complex expression with different
emotions on the left face region and the right face region
respectively: 5(a) shows angry expression on the left face
region and neutral expression on the right face region; 5(b)
shows angry expression on the left and sad expression on the
right; 5(c) shows happy expression on the left and neutral
expression on the right; 5(d) shows happy expression on
the left and sad expression on the right; 5(e) shows happy
expression on the left and angry expression on the right; and
5(f) shows disgust expression on the left and angry expression
on the right. From these figures, we can see that mouth

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 5. Snapshots of the results: the complex facial expression by using the
data sets of (a) angry and neutral, (b) angry and sad, (c) happy and neutral,
(d) happy and sad, (e) happy and angry, and (f) disgust and angry expressions
respectively on the left face and the right face.

may be non-symmetrical on the left side and the right side,
because mouth will move up or down when showing different
expressions.

The snapshots of complex expressive speech animation with
different expressions on the upper and lower part of the face
are shown in Figure 6: 6(a) shows angry expression on the
upper face region and happy expression on the lower face



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6. Snapshots of the results 2: the complex facial expression by using the
data sets of (a) angry and happy, (b) angry and neutral, (c) sad and neutral,
and (d) disgust and happy expressions respectively on the upper face and the
lower face.

region; 6(b) shows angry expression on the upper face and
neutral expression on the lower face; 6(c) shows sad expression
on the upper face and neutral expression on the lower face;
6(d) shows disgust expression on the upper face and happy
expression on the lower face. We can see that the effects of
expressions on the upper face are mainly reflected around eyes
and the effects of expressions on the lower face are mainly
reflected around mouth.

The results demonstrate the ability of the system to generate
a high quality rendered animation of complex expressive facial
motion.

VII. C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a novel complex expressive
facial animation system based on data-driven approach. The
system can show more than one kind of expressions on the
face simultaneously when he/she is talking. We used a combi-
national approach so that we were able to synthesize different
expressions on the different parts of the face coupled with
lips synchronization for synthesized speech. The synthesized
facial animation can be a combination of the expressions from
different faces in databases. We also presented an algorithm

to solve the seam problem on the joint area and make the
boundary seamless.

This system can be used for various applications. For movie
makers, this method may be used as a prototyping tool to
producing some expressions with special effect. For game
developers, the method can be used to produce some specific
virtual roles. By showing some complex expressions on these
roles’ faces, the player may be deeply impressed.
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